


Figure 1: Electrical conduction in
metals due to presence of empty
electron states in close proximity to
filled states. Upon application of an
external field electrons move
opposite to the field.



Figure 2:
Electronic
configuration of
Si atom. The
3s and 3p
together forms
the outer shell
while the
others form the
inner shells.

Figure 3: (a)
Isolated Si
atoms showing
the outer shell
orbitals. (b) In a
solid, these
orbitals
hybridize to
form 4 sp3

orbitals, just
before bonding.





Figure 4: Formation of energy bands in Si. (a) Si atom with 4 electrons in
outer shell form (b) 4 sp3 hybrid orbitals. (c) The hybrid orbitals form σ and
σ* orbitals. (d) These orbitals overlap in a solid to form the valence and
conduction band.

1st sp3 orbital in a given Si atom interacts with sp3 orbital from other Si atom. 2nd sp3 orbital
the given Si atom will interact with other sp3 orbital from other second Si atom, and so on
with other sp3 orbitals in the given Si atom the 4 sp3 orbitals in a given Si atoms need 4
other Si atom to form a bonded Si solid in a solid of N Si atoms, each atom is bonded to
four other Si atoms. This interaction will create a band (V. B) from σ orbitals full of
electrons, and other band (C.B) from σ* orbitals empty from electrons. These bands are
separated by an energy gap (Eg)



Bands formation in Si

1) For N Si atoms, we
have 14 N electrons
distributed over 18 N
states as shown
2) When atoms
becomes close together
 hybridization of outer
shell to sp3 orbitals
3) splitting of orbitals
into valence band (4 N
lower states full of
electrons) and
conduction band (4 N
upper states empty)
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Table 1: Room temperature band gap
of typical semiconductors and
insulators. Materials with band gap
less than 3 eV are semiconductors
while greater than 3 eV are insulators.
ZnO is usually considered a wider
band gap semiconductor rather than
an insulator. insulators



Figure 5: Portion of the periodic table showing the
group IV elements and their common dopants.



Figure 6: Band picture of a semiconductor
showing the full valence band and empty
conduction band. The gap between these
is called the band gap. At room
temperature thermal excitation can cause
some electrons to move from valence to
conduction band. The exited electron will
leave a hole in the valence band
creation of electron-hole pair





The complete electronic band structure for Si (indirect band gap semiconductor)
and  GaAs (direct band gap semiconductor) are shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: E vs. k
diagram compared for
GaAs and Si. GaAs is a
direct band gap
semiconductor while Si
an indirect band gap
semiconductor. The
grey shaded region
represents the band
gap.
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Figure 10: Electron motion in (a)
vacuum and (b) solid. In a solid the
motion is affected by the interaction
with the atoms. This is manifest as an
effective mass of the electron.



Table 2: Effective masses of electrons and holes in some selected materials. For
metals, only electrons are listed since there are no explicit holes in them. For
semiconductors. electron effective mass is for the conduction band and hole
effective mass is for the valence band.


